PRODUCTS

Kitchen & Bath
Ventilation line adds features
PANASONIC ECO SOLUTIONS NORTH AMERICA
adds a set of features to its WhisperValue DC ventilation line, enabling
easy code compliance and longer service life. Along with the line’s ECM
motor, intelligent self-adjusting SmartFlow technology senses the amount
of resistance in a duct run and adjusts fan speed to delivery optimal cfm output,
even in the case of a complicated duct run. With a low-profile, 3 3⁄8-in. housing depth,
the fan can be installed in virtually any ceiling or wall and features LED lighting.
Circle 31 on inquiry card

Hardware collection
in five finishes
Meshing modern and geometric forms with the
ingot shape, BELWITH-KEELER launches its
Ingot Collection as a unique design with a touch
of ergonomics. Available in nine pull sizes ranging
from 1 to 12 in., the collection comes in chrome,
satin nickel, elusive golden nickel, brushed golden brass and matte black. Part of the company’s
recent launch of eight collections, the pulls include
mounting hardware.
Circle 29 on inquiry card

Modern pull-down
kitchen faucet
MOEN launches its Sleek pull-down kitchen faucet
to make a statement in the kitchen. Featuring a clean,
cylindrical modern design, the faucet has a high-arc
to provide height and reach for filling or cleaning
large pots. Its two-function pull-down wand provides
Power Clean spray technology, while the Reflex
system allows users to toggle from steady stream to
powerful rinse. The kitchen faucet can be installed
with or without a deck plate, and is available in
chrome, spot resist stainless and matte black finishes.
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Rustic, hand-forged
bath collection

The WOOD-MODE Integrated Lighting
Program, featuring Häfele LED solutions, allows
the integration of lighting concepts to occur during
the cabinet design, selection and order process.
Recess profiles are pre-installed and wire paths
are prerouted during the cabinetry manufacturing
process in some applications, then cabinetry and
lighting solutions are installed on-site concurrently. A roster of complementary lighting solutions
for the framed and frameless cabinets include
interior cabinet lighting, drawer and shelf lighting,
under-cabinet lighting and more.

SONOMA FORGE aims to carve out a
rustic-style niche within the modern leanings
of the market with the introduction of its
CiXX Collection. Hand-forged in solid brass
or stainless steel, each piece is one-of-a-kind
and shows the hammer marks of the blacksmith. Available in faucets, shower systems
and coordinating accessories, the collection
comes in wall- and deck-mount configurations, and faucets are available with Sans
Hands Sensor Faucet Technology. The collection is also available in special order finishes.
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Circle 33 on inquiry card

Toilet’s technology helps
protect environment
NIAGARA CONSERVATION unveils its
Stealth Phantom ultra high-efficiency toilet. Its
Stealth flush chamber and air transfer system combine to deliver a quiet, powerful flush that thoroughly evacuates the bowl. The white two-piece toilet
operates at a flush rate of 0.8 gpf, and its EZ Height
design and elongated bowl make for easier use. An
extended footprint design should cover an existing
footprint; the toilet’s rough-in is 12 in.
Circle 34 on inquiry card
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Customized cabinetry
with integrated lighting
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